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BATTERY BALANCING APPARATUS

Field of the invention

The present invention relates to a device to improve the charg¬

ing or discharging process of a battery, to increase the usable

capacity and the usable lifetime (number of cycles) of a bat

tery.

Prior Art

Using balancing for charging/discharging batteries is known from

prior art .

US 6,114,835 for example discloses a balancing circuit that in¬

corporates a voltage threshold which determines when to initiate

a charge balance mode in order to equalize the level of charge

in at least two cells of a multi-cell battery pack. Thereby bal¬

ancing is initiated when the voltage level of a first cell

reaches a first threshold voltage and balancing is stopped, when

reaching a second threshold voltage. Balancing is used during

charging a battery to balance the charge between cells. This can

be done using passive balance circuits or active balance cir

cuits. Normally the balancing method / balancing procedure is

started at the end of charging, when one or more of the cells

reach prematurely the end of charge voltage or during charging,

when one cell voltage reaches a predefined fixed threshold. Then

the balance circuit will equalize the charge of this cell com¬

pared to at least one of the other cells.

It is a drawback of this device that balancing is only applied

between two specific thresholds and that it is only applicable

for charging a battery. Furthermore the equalization takes a

long time since the threshold is fixed at a certain value.



Patent application US2005/0140335 discloses a terminal voltage

equalization circuit to equalize the terminal voltage of a se¬

ries of connected battery strings. This patent application

states that the charging current of the higher charge cells is

reduced and the lower charged cells are equalized, making it

therefore clear, that they use their concept during charge only.

It is a further drawback that balancing is used on certain time

intervals only.

According to prior art there are several methods and devices

known to determine the state of health or the age of a battery.

The internal battery resistance for example is a very good indi¬

cator for the state of health (or age) of the battery. Common

methods for the internal resistance measurement are either the

AC Impedance measurement, where a medium to high frequency sig¬

nal is used to measure the impedance or the DC Resistance meas

urement, where with an additional circuit a DC current is used

to measure the voltage drop and calculate the DC resistance. The

latter is used off-line, meaning, that when the battery is not

used, the cell is discharged with a constant current and the

voltage drop is measured. To get an accurate reading the dis¬

charge current has to be in the order of half or full nominal

battery current. This is not an energy problem as the pulses are

quite short, but the measurement current has to be switched on

(needs large semiconductor switch) .

Summary of the invention

An object of the present invention is to provide a device for

monitoring a battery comprising two or more cells in series and

to keep the charge imbalance between the cells within a narrow

band using a balanced scheme that does not have the disadvan¬

tages of prior art as already mentioned.



It is another object of the invention to provide a method and a

device that is able to reach a full charge of a battery in a

shorter time than methods and device of prior art .

According to invention there is provided a device for balancing

a plurality of at least two batteries or cells of a multicell

battery comprising a multicell battery and a battery management

system with a balancing circuit. The device is characterized in

that all individual battery cells are connected to a battery

monitoring system, wherein the monitoring system measures every

single cell voltage as well as the battery temperature and the

current. The said battery monitoring system is able to discern a

charge imbalance between the cells of a multicell battery (e.g.

discern the lowest cell voltage or when the voltage of one or

several cells is below the average voltage of all or when one or

more cells are outside a statistical tolerance band given by the

standard deviation) and to discern a number of cells having a

voltage higher than a determined maximum allowable voltage,

which will be balanced until the charge imbalance decreases to

an acceptable amount. The battery management system is active

during charging and discharging of said multicell battery,

wherein the thresholds vary with the state of the battery. These

measurement values are used for various calculations described

below.

The balancing method is applicable on the directly measured cell

voltages as well as on the corrected cell voltages according to

the method. The advantage of using the corrected voltages is

that these voltages are equivalent to the charge of the specific

cell whereas the uncorrected values are influenced by the cur¬

rent and the temperature and the age of the battery, which may

lead to unintentional balancing of certain cells with an inter-



nal resistance that differs from the average internal resistance

inside the battery pack. This leads to a more efficient balanc¬

ing, especially for batteries with a higher number of cells in

series .

The battery monitoring system of the device effectively monitors

all individual cells continuously or intermittently. If incon¬

spicuous cells are checked, the battery monitoring system can

store a value stating that the voltage of a given cell is far

away from, i.e. lower than, the upper threshold and is also in

its voltage quite higher than the lowest voltage in question.

Such cells can then be omitted in a continuously running check

and can be checked intermittently with a lower frequency. Such

cells will then be reallocated to the usual check frequency, if

their values approach the given limits.

Brief description of the drawings

The drawings will be explained in greater detail by means of a

description of an exemplary embodiment, with reference to the

following figures:

Fig. 1 shows a flowchart for a balancing method according to

the present invention;

Fig. 2 shows an arrangement of an online internal resistance

measurement according to the present invention; and

Fig. 3 shows an arrangement of a device for cell voltage cor¬

rection according to the present invention.

Detailed description of the preferred embodiments

By means of the figures 1 to 3 there is explained a preferred

embodiment of the present invention, which is a monitoring and

balancing device for multicell batteries. Very good results were

achieved with a higher number of cells, where the probability of



an imbalance of the cell charge is higher and an increase over

time as some cells have either a lower quality or are differ¬

ently exposed to the environment and the aging process is there¬

fore faster. Such a multicell structure battery may be a lith¬

ium-ion, lithium polymer or any other energy storage cell that

should b e kept within certain charge operating limits or as an

indicator operating limits. For the sake of simplicity, the term

battery refers to such multicell structure batteries. Such bat¬

teries may be used in automotive applications (e.g. Hybrid- cars,

fuel-cell cars, EV-cars, utility vehicles, scooters, e-bikes and

the like), in mobile power supply applications (e.g. power

tools, portable computers, embedded computers, medical equip¬

ment) , household and industrial power backup supplies etc. It is

known to the person skilled in the art, that such batteries may

be used for any other suitable application.

Throughout the following description several terms will be used

which are defined as follows:

- A balancing threshold voltage difference or ∆ϋ is used to de

scribe the width of a maximum tolerable voltage band in which

the voltage of the cells should be. Thereby ∆u is defined by

means of a multivariable function und equals to the tolerable

potential difference regarding the cell with the lowest poten¬

tial and regarding the cell with the highest potential .

- A cell voltage or Ucen [m] describes the measured voltage of a

cell m , whereby m is a positive integer.

- Ceii_corrected[m] is cell voltage of a cell m , which is correct

by the influence of the internal resistance.

- Uiow designates the cell voltage of the lowest cell.

- max describes the maximum acceptable voltage. Umax is defined

as the sum of Ulow and ∆U (Umax = U iow + ∆U ) .

- I is used to describe a current .



- R[m] describes the internal resistance of cell m .

All cells of the battery are monitored by a battery monitoring

system 31, shown in Fig. 3 , in a continuous manner. The balanc¬

ing circuit of the battery monitoring system is controlled by a

method 10 as shown with a representation of method steps in the

diagram of Fig. 1 . The method 10 of the battery monitoring sys¬

tem 31 determines if a certain cell needs to be balanced or not.

Said procedure runs during charging as well as during discharg¬

ing of the battery, but the specific thresholds differ according

to different battery and environmental conditions as described

below. Said decision is a yes-no-decision for any of the moni

tored batteries and it is independent to the balancing method

implemented. This method can be either a resistor in parallel to

the cell or more sophisticated solutions like switched capaci¬

tors, switch-mode DC/DC- converters (active devices) and others.

However, procedure 10 controls the balancing independent to the

balancing method and comprises the following steps (the term

λvoltage' or U ' refers either to the measured voltage values or

to the corrected values as described above) :

a ) Evaluate the cell that has the lowest voltage Uiow , which is

therefore designated as weakest cell. Step: get lowest cell.

Reference numeral 11 .

b ) Determine a balancing threshold ∆ϋ dependant on state of

battery and other factors. As an example, ∆U defines a nar¬

row voltage band during charge and gets even closer at the

end of charge, whereas ∆U is higher during discharge, re¬

sulting in a wider voltage band. Step: Get balancing thresh¬

old. Reference numeral 12.

To determine ∆U one or more possible calculation methods

are possible.

I . Chosen based on experience, for example 10% of the



nominal voltage withing a state of charge between 10

and 90% of the nominal capacity and 3% between 90 and

100% or 0 and 10% of the state of charge.

II. Chosen based on the speed of change in voltage, e.g.

during discharge if the voltage drops faster, the

voltage difference ∆ϋ gets smaller and during charging

if the voltage invcreases slower, then the voltage

difference ∆ϋ gets bigger. The relation can be linear

(voltage change ration O.lV/lAhr equals 1OmV) .

III. Chosen based on a constant charge difference. Balancing

should start only if the charge difference in Ahr is

bigger than 1% (or any other value within a range of 0

to 10%) . As the correlation of battery voltage change

over time and effective charge are given in the manu¬

facturer charge / discharge curves, it is easy to cal¬

culate the value for ∆ϋ offline. In a discharge

(charge) curve where the battery voltage over capacity

is given (over time can easily be converted by multi¬

plying the time with the discharge current) one can

determine the actual voltage of the battery for the

given state of charge and then by increasing (decreas

ing) the capacity by the desired difference ∆Ahr read

the resulting ∆u .

IV. Chosen based on the maximum time one would allow to

equalize the cell. This depends on the discharge cur

rent capability of the balancing circuit (e.g. 200mA

or 2A) and the maximum time within one would like to

balance. If in 1 hour a balancing circuit with 200mA

should equalize the cell, the resulting maximum call

imbalance should not exceed 200mAhr. ∆U has to be

calculated accordingly.

V . Any combination of I .) to IV.)

Calculation of maximum allowable cell voltage (upper border



of voltage band) . Step: Umax = Voltage lowest cell + ∆U .

Reference numeral 13 .

d ) Start with the first cell. Step m=l. Reference numeral 14.

e ) Loop through all cells of the system. Step: Do. Reference

numeral 15 and 18

f ) Comparison of every single cell voltage to the maximum al¬

lowable voltage. Step: Is Ucen [m ] > Umax? . Reference numeral

16.

g ) If Uceii[m] > U
max true then enable balancing. Step: Enable

balancing of cell m . Reference numeral 17a.

h ) If Uceii m] > Umax is false then disable balancing. Step: Dis¬

able balancing of cell m . Reference numeral 17b.

i ) While m < number of cells go to step k ) . If m >= number of

cells, start again with step a ) . Reference numeral 18.

k ) Increment cell number. Step: m=m+l. Reference numeral 19

Return to step e )

A s it can be seen from the diagram in figure 1 and from the de

scription above these method steps 10 will be repeated continu¬

ously or intermittently for all the cells of the battery.

It has to be noted that, if all cells are in between the said

voltage band, there is no balancing. The term maximum allowable

cell voltage is defined to discern one or more cells, having al¬

ready reached a certain cell voltage, while at least one cell

stays behind in terms of voltage.

The term dependant on state of battery and other factors can

comprise the actual state of charge of the weakest cell, the

value of the charging current or the load current and the tem¬

perature of the cells . It has to be noted that above steps are

also carried out when the cells are discharging. Other factors

may the actual state of charge, voltage of the weakest and volt-



age of the highest cell, the value of the charging current or

the load current and different further factors.

The calculation does take into consideration, that these factors

will change the values of the voltage difference ∆ϋ as calcu¬

lated in point I ) to V ) on page 7 . A temperature change of the

battery will either increase or decrease the voltage per usable

capacity change ratio. At lower temperature is the usable ca¬

pacity much lower (typically 50% at -10 0C for Li-Poly Systems,

other values for different Lithium based systems) . As a conse¬

quence the voltage drop per imbalance charge quantity will vary

also. This change can be directly calculated from charge / dis¬

charge curves from the manufacturer.

Over time (age) and number of cycles there is also a decrease of

usable capacity, which again influences the ratio between volt

age difference ∆U and the imbalance charge charge quantity

It is also possible to run the method 10 in a different way. The

loop 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 is only effected for cells cell (m)

near the upper end of the voltage band. A second slower monitor

ing circuit looks at the remaining usually uncritical cells and

includes them in the method 10 according to Fig. 1 only if their

value is approaching the upper or lower voltage band. Otherwise

the monitoring voltage check is effected in a slower rhythm.

Generally, the lowest voltage U iow is determined without consid

ering the internal resistance of the battery. However, it is

also possible that the internal resistance of the cell will be

taken into account as described above.

The balancing threshold ∆U is a result of weighted calculations

of state of operation (charge or discharge) , state of charge



(fully charged, fully discharged, partially discharged or par¬

tially charged) , temperature and age (state of health) . Basi¬

cally, the balancing threshold ∆U is proportional to a certain

amount of imbalance. If this imbalance increases beyond the ac¬

ceptable level, balancing circuit gets active to reduce this

charge imbalance .

It is noted that during the operation of the balancing circuit

the steps according to Fig. 1 are still executed continuously or

intermittently, to decide, when to stop the balancing, i.e. when

after completion of all decisions 16 to 18, there is no cell

anymore with a cell voltage above said maximum allowable volt¬

age. This is especially the case, if the charge imbalance has

been reduced by the balancing circuit .

Fig. 2 shows an arrangement to measure the internal resistance

of a battery 1 according to the present invention. The internal

resistance is thereby measured online, which means during charg¬

ing/discharging of the battery.

Thereby the system to determine the internal resistance accord

ing to the present invention comprises an element for difference

calculation 21, an element for resistance calculation 22, an

element for small signal correction 23, a low pass filter 24 and

an offset correction 25. The element for signal correction dis¬

cards results, which were received from the element for resis¬

tance calculation 22, at small currents. This to avoid calcula¬

tion errors, which may occur at small signals. The offset cor¬

rection 25 cancels the difference between short- and long term

measurements. Its value equals the slow electrochemical part of

the internal resistance.

Thereby the voltage of each cell is monitored and the current is



measured as well . The current is measured as a mean to protect

the battery. With the difference of these two parameters it is

possible by means of ohms law to determine the internal resis¬

tance. Thereby the voltage drop over the specific cell is di¬

vided by the current variation. This means that the internal re¬

sistance may be determined under normal operation conditions

during charge as well as during discharge. This is a big advan¬

tage over prior art, because no external components are needed

and measurements can be carried out without stopping the device.

If the current variations are very small, it is possible that

noise could affect the result in a severe way. To prevent such

measurement resolution errors, advanced filtering methods are

used and the measurements at low signal values will be dis¬

carded. The measurement should therefore only be made when the

current variations are big enough. However, this small signal

correction does not filter all non ideal calculations. A low

pass filter 24 avoids too big steps of the value of internal re¬

sistance, which occur when the calculation is made at a not

ideal sampling point .

The method is shown in figure 2 . In normal DC measurement the

voltage reading is done slightly after the current pulse to com¬

pensate for dynamic effects. Therefore it is necessary in the

proposed solution to compensate this dynamic effect by applying

a correction factor for the resistance. This correction factor

can be calculated based on previous offline measurement and

manufacturer data. Furthermore, it is a function of the age of

the battery. The resulting internal resistance shows to be close

to the value measured with the DC measurement method without the

negative effects of the prior art.

The measurement of the internal resistance is very important for



assessing the battery in terms of state of health or age (SOH

Algorithms) . If one or multiple cells have an increased internal

resistance in contrast to the average internal resistance, they

are considered as weak cells' . Since the performance of the

whole battery pack is determined by the weakest cell, it is vi¬

tal to replace these cells before they affect the performance in

a very negative way. The results from the internal resistance

calculation 20 allow such an early detection of weak cells.

Figure 3 shows an arrangement of a cell voltage correction 30

according to the present invention comprising a regular battery

management system 31, an element to calculate the voltage drop

over internal resistance 32.

The result of method 30 is a corrected voltage which is inde¬

pendent of the current and which is proportional to the charge

of the cell. Basically, it is the voltage 'inside' the cell,

without the effects from the internal resistance and the connec

tion resistance.

Such values are of big significance for all voltage based algo¬

rithm and thresholds like balancing, end of charge, end of dis¬

charge and others .

Reference Numerals

I battery

10 balancing flowchart

II get lowest cell

12 get balancing threshold

3 Umax = lowest cell + balancing threshold

14 m=l

15 Do (loop through all cells)

16 I S Uceii tm] > Umax



a enable balancing

b disable balancing

while m<number of cells

increment cell m=m+l

internal resistance measurement method

element for difference calculation

element for resistance calculation

element for a small signal compensation

low pass filter

offset correction

cell voltage correction

battery management system

calculation of voltage drop over internal resistance

corrected cell voltage value

0 balancing circuit

0 microcontroller

0 powerboard



Claims

1 . A device for balancing a plurality of at least two bat¬

teries or cells of a multicell battery comprising a multicell

battery (1) and a battery monitoring system controlling a bal¬

ancing circuit, characterized in that all individual battery

cells are connected to the battery monitoring system, wherein

the battery monitoring system is able to measure every single

cell voltage and is able to discern at least one cell having the

lowest voltage or having a voltage below a determined lower

threshold voltage and to discern a number of cells having a

voltage higher than a determined maximum allowable voltage,

wherein a control signal is generated for said balancing circuit

to allow balancing of said cells, if the voltage difference be¬

tween the cell with the lowest cell voltage and the cells having

a voltage higher than a determined maximum voltage is greater

than a predetermined threshold (∆U ) .

2 . Device according to claim 1, wherein the battery monitor¬

ing system monitors every individual cell continuously or inter¬

mittently and during charge and/or discharge.

3 . Device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the battery

monitoring system determines the threshold (∆U ) in function of

the state of the battery and/or the operational stae

(charge/discharge) and/or the battery temperature and the cur¬

rent flowing through the battery and/or the individual cells to

determine said threshold (∆U ) .

4 . Device according to one of claims 1 to 3 , characterized

in that a method used by the battery monitoring system (31) com¬

prising the following steps:

- determining a balancing threshold (∆U , 12) , dependant on



state of battery (charge or discharge current) and other fac¬

tors from the group comprising: the actual state of charge,

voltage of the weakest and voltage of the highest cell, the

value of the charging current or the load current, the maxi¬

mum balancing current, the maximum balancing time, the tem¬

perature, the age and number of cycles of the battery and

different further factors;

- evaluating the cell that has the lowest voltage (UiOw 10) ;

calculating the maximum allowable cell voltage, which is an

upper border of voltage band by adding the balancing thresh¬

old to the voltage of the lowest cell (13) ;

comparing the cell voltage of every single cell to the maxi

mum allowable voltage (16) ;

- optionally, comparing the cell voltage of every single cell

to the minimum threshold value;

storing / transmitting balancing information of specific cell

and enable balancing, if the voltage of said cell exceeds

said threshold value.

5 . Device according to one of claims 1 to 4 , characterized

in that the battery monitoring system comprises an internal re¬

sistance calculation unit (20) to determine an internal resis¬

tance of every cell .

6 . Device according to claim5 , using the value of the inter¬

nal resistance to improve voltage based transitions and cell

voltage correction (30) .

7 . A device for balancing a plurality of at least three bat¬

teries or cells of a multicell battery comprising a multicell

battery (1) and a battery monitoring system, characterized in

that the device comprises an internal resistance measurement

unit, comprising two units for difference calculation (21) , an



unit for resistance calculation (22) , an unit for a small signal

compensation (23) , optionally a low pass filter (24) and, op¬

tionally an offset correction (25) , wherein the units for dif¬

ference calculation (21) create a difference signal of voltage

and current, respectively, wherein said units (21) are connected

to the unit for resistance calculation (22) , the output of which

is provided to the unit for signal correction (23) discarding

results, that were received from the element for resistance cal¬

culation (22) , at small currents, and wherein the optional off¬

set correction unit (25) cancels errors due to slow electro¬

chemical parts of the internal resistance, wherein the measure¬

ment is conducted during operation time of the battery.

8 . Device according to any of the preceding claims, charac¬

terized in that the balancing circuit is controlled by said

variable threshold voltage, keeping the cell imbalance in a de¬

termined, variable voltage band.
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